This 100K Factory Masterfile has been compiled to help summarize and
supplement the main points covered in the weekly training webinars of 100K
Factory. It includes all of the Phase 1 training, from June to the end of August,
2015.
Here you will find all the summary sheets together in one place, as well as
extra points and key messages from each workshop session. We have also
time-stamped the main sections of every workshop, to allow you to jump
forward and back in any replay video without having to search for it.
If you’re working through 100K Factory for the first time, we suggest you start
off using this Masterfile, as it explains where you can find each part of the
training, as well as lists of supplementary videos per session.
All the replays of the weekly workshops can be seen in the “Weekly Training”
section of the member’s area here:
http://100kfactory.com/members/home/weekly-training/
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Welcome to 100K Factory! In this session, we discuss the following:
 Select your big niche and sub-niches
 Select your website names
 Introduction to Facebook Audience Insights
Final Goal:
Either 2 big niches with 2 sub-niches each
Or
1 big niche with 4 sub-niches
The final goal is to have 4 sub-niches and 4 websites, each website
matching one sub-niche.

Action Items:
 Select your niches
 Select 4 domains
 Obtain hosting

Selecting Your Niches (08:45)
Big Niche Guidelines
Big niches are passions, hobbies, professions, products, etc.
Thing BIG – really big – over 5 million Facebook audience numbers.
Examples of big niches:
 Sports
 Country Living
 Animals
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Cars
Cooking
Gardening
Fitness
Do It Yourself
Beauty
Dogs

Consider seasonality. “Gardening” is a great Big Niche, but it may
limit you to spring and summer. However, because gardening is such
a huge niche anyway, it should be fine, but keep it in mind that
audience interaction may go down a bit in the winter.
Why think of big niches? It is so you will be able to find lots and lots
of content when you are building your websites … it also helps keep
you focused.
Brainstorming Your Big Niche
Think of your passions, interests, occupations or hobbies. What do
you like? You will be working in this niche for months, possibly years.
Another thing to try is to go shopping. Look at magazines to
brainstorm ideas, Dummy’s guides, and talk to friends and family.
Finally, we have the Project 55 bonus, which is available in the
member’s area.
Small Niche Guidelines
Once you have a BIG niche, now you have your focus. Think now of
sub-niches within the big niche.
For small niches, drill down, but it can still be big. Stay under 5
million, but it is not an exact science. If it’s 5 million, that’s still fine. 5
million is just a nice, round number.
Within the sub-niche, make sure you have sizeable fan pages to
ensure content is available and being shared.
Brainstorming Your Sub-Niches
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Facebook’s Interest tab doesn’t have a nice, hierarchical tree where
you can dive down from niche to sub-niches. Instead, you will first
need to leave the Audience Insight tool to look elsewhere for ideas:






Facebook pages search
Google search (and Google News)
Pinterest
Wikipedia
Magazines and categories in the non-fiction section of a
bookstore or library

Facebook Audience Insight Tool (24:05)
This tool is intended to assist people and business that run ads on
Facebook. You can find it here:
https://facebook.com/ads/audience_insights
If you can’t get to it (if the page is blank or not found), this means you
do not have a business account. To get one, follow the instructions on
the PDF guide in the member’s section of Resources – it is also
available on the Session 1 page.
Note: If you have NEVER opened a Facebook page, create one now,
but DO NOT follow the PDF guide … your account runs the risk of
being flagged.
Instead, look under Project 55 to look for sub-niches that you will be
interest in. Then, email the Go / No Go team at
100kfactorysession1@gmail.com with the subject line “New
Facebook account” – add the niches and sub-niches you are
interested in.
In the meantime, keep building up your new Facebook account with
some images, keep adding friends, talk about things, etc.
We believe that Facebook's automatic filters are looking for "fake"
accounts trying to immediately create ads (even though your account
is certainly not fake!) By creating a real, personal account with real
information, you won't get flagged as you progress to creating ads.
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The Audience Insight Tool
If you have access to the Audience Insight Tool, begin your niche
research! Make sure your location is the United States?
Why the United States? Simply because we want everybody to be on
the same level. If you love a niche that is not popular in the United
States (ie cricket), then select a different country. But for all our
examples, we will be using the United States.

In the example above, we typed Hunting into the Interests on the left.
We see it is a BIG niche – 25 – 30 million pages. So we decide to use
this as our big niche.
How to find a sub-niche? First, see what pages are on the Page Likes
screen. Below, we see “The Big Buck Club” … and it brings up “deer
hunting.” Let’s erase hunting, and type in Deer Hunting …
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4.5 to 5 million. Perfect! We have our first niche.
To continue brainstorming, you can keep looking at Facebook pages,
or do Google searches to see what other popular sub-niches of
hunting are (ie fly fishing, bow hunting, turkey hunting).
Find Facebook pages in your sub-niche with lots of likes, lots of
shares, and plenty of fresh content. This proves the audience interest
and viral potential of content.
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Some sub-niches won’t fit our parameters. For instance, wine is 40 –
45 million … but you can’t really drill down into 4 sub-niches.
You can, but they are too small – for instance, if you decide on red
wine, white wine, and 2 others, you will then be building websites
JUST on white wine, and JUST on red wine. It won’t work. There is
not enough content.
Cupcakes and electric guitars are other examples. These have huge
audiences, but you can’t break it down any more. So, these would be
sub-niches.
Finally, make sure sub-niches don’t overlap. Do a thinking exercise. If
you have your 4 websites, and you find a piece of content (news, a
viral video, some fun fact), if you have troubles deciding which
website to put it on … then your sub-niches are overlapping.
Facebook Pages For Sub-niches
Look for at least 4 Facebook Pages with over 150,000 likes. Again,
this is not an exact science, but make sure there is a lot of likes, a lot
of sharing content, and a lot of active, updated content. This shows
the engagement and sharing capabilities of your audience.

Domain Names & Domains on Fire
(55:05)
What makes a good domain name?






Be creative
Use niche slang or jargon (ie “Strike out” for baseball)
Think brandable (Mashable, Twitter)
Think magazine title, newspaper, journal
.com is preferred

Take a niche keyword or phrase, and add certain words to the end.
Examples:
Buzz, Place, Times, News, Zone, Wire, Digest, Blog
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Places to find great domain name ideas:
http://www.dotomator.com/
http://www.panabee.com/name-generator
Domains on Fire
Steve & Aidan’s own software tool to find auction domains
Use this if you wish to look for aged domains at auction, for sale, or
redemption period (still owned by the original owner but about to
expire).
Sign up under “Software Suite” in the members area.

Simply enter a word and search. To limit the search:






Exclude hypens
Exclude Digits
Exclude Adult
GoDaddy Auctions only
.com only

Domain Health
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Checks to see if the domain is on a blacklist or a Google Adsense ban.
Note: As of June 17, there is an error where ALL domains seem to have
been banned.
Instead, use this site: http://bannedchecksite.com/ - If a Google ad
appears below the website name, it is NOT banned.
Where to Get New Domains
GoDaddy, Namecheap, 1and1.com, Siteground
Look for a coupon first! Google “Godaddy coupon”
DO NOT register a domain name with a trademark in it.

Web Hosting (1:12:45)
We are using Siteground.com for our hosting:
https://www.siteground.com/go/100k
Choose “Grow Big” for $7.95/month. This hosting package is good for
ALL your domains.
If you are comfortable with hosting, Wordpress installs, plugins and
theme, you DO NOT need to go with our hosting. However, if you
would rather be able to “push one button” and have our software
install everything for you, then choose Siteground.com.

Go / No Go Requirements (1:16:55)
When your big niche and sub-niches are ready, send them to
100kfactorysession1@gmail.com
List the following:
1 (or 2) big niches – audience size at least 5 million
4 (or 2 each) sub-niches per big niche
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- Audience less than 5 million, at least 150,000
- Check audience engagement and Facebook pages
List the 4 domain names you will be acquiring
There is NO deadline for this, but you should be ready by June 22nd or
23rd

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 1 page:
 Facebook Insights Demo video – How to check for audience
sizes and interests
 Facebook Page Search video – To see pages related to your
niche and sub-niche.
Facebook Audience Insights:
https://www.facebook.com/ads/audience_insights
PDF Document: “Accessing Audience Insights”
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In this session, we discuss the following:






Registering for Launch Pad
Installing your 4 websites
Customize the “Back Office” pages
Build out 4 Facebook pages
Find and share about 10-20 pieces of content on your Facebook
pages within the week

Action Items







Set up domains and web hosting
Register for 100K Launchpad
Install default websites on all 4 domains
Customize the “back office” pages
Build 4 Facebook Page
Find and share some initial content on each page – 10-20
pieces of content per page

100K Factory Launch Pad Software
(09:35)
You can use the 100K Factory Launch Pad software if you are setting
up your websites using SiteGround hosting.
Register at 100kfactory.net. You will receive an email with your login
from “Blueprint Central”
You can use the software to create one-click Wordpress installations.
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Setting Up Domains and Hosting (10:50)
There are three scenarios to setting up your domains and hosting:
Scenario #1: You register a domain with SiteGround when you first
signed up for hosting.
Scenario #2: You register a domain with SiteGround when you first
signed up for hosting. This will be your main domain. You also used
SiteGround to register all your other domains.
Scenario #3: You registered your domains outside SiteGround (ie
GoDaddy). When you signed up with SiteGround, you would have
chosen a domain you already own.
Some Definitions and Clarifications
Main Domain vs. add-on domains: There is NO difference and no
website has anything to do with any other website. This is simply an
internal server setting.
Registrar: The company you registered the domain with. This
COULD be the host, or not.
Host: Where the website’s contents actually are located
Often, registrars are hosts, and vice versa. But it is no problem to
have your registrar and your host at DIFFERENT COMPANIES.
DNS Nameserver: A fancy name that basically means “This domain
name is connected to this website”

Scenario #1: Register All With Siteground
(13:05)
Once you sign up with SiteGround, you will have your primary
domain, which you registered for free when signing up.
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Within 100K Factory LaunchPad, you will enter the primary domain.
DO NOT click “Is this an Add On Domain?”
Though you will have a “primary domain”, it will be one of your subniches. Any sub-niche can be your primary domain. It doesn’t matter.
Enter your cPanel username and password, which will be the same
credentials you used to sign up for your SiteGround account. The
website title can be anything you want, and can be changed later.

The resulting Wordpress website will look like this:
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All plugins, initial content and theme are pre-installed and ready to
go!

Scenario #2: Second and More Domains
with SiteGround (21:15)
To set up your second and subsequent domains with SiteGround,
while also registering your domains at SiteGround:
1. Click the “Add Services” tab and type in a new domain name,
then register it.
2. Click “Register the Domain Name only” (because we already
have hosting with them) You do not need Domain Privacy
(deselect it)
3. Submit your order. Now you need to host it before you can use
100K Launchpad
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4. Click Manage on your domain name list. Click the red “CPanel”
button, then click Addon Domains

5. Fill in the New Domain Name (this MUST be the exact same
spelling as your target domain name), and everything else will
fill out automatically. Add the same password you use for your
SiteGround account.
6. Go to 100K Launchpad, and add the website to the software
where you just added on the domain. This time, click YES to “Is
this an Add On Domain.” Add the main domain website.
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Scenario #3: Domains Registered
Elsewhere (29:20)
All your domains are registered at another registrar, for example,
GoDaddy (which is cheaper than SiteGround.)
In this case, you will want to login to your registrar, and click to
modify your domain information. Each registrar is different. If you
are stuck, simply phone the registrar, and they can help. In this
example, we will use GoDaddy:

Look for something called “Nameservers”:
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Click Manage, click “Custom” and add your Nameserver information
from SiteGround.
Where can you find your SiteGround Nameserver information? Login
to your account, and go to My Accounts. You will see information
beside “Account DNS”. It will say:
ns1.sitegroundxxxxx.com
ns2.sitgroundxxxxxx.com
Ignore the numbers after the nameserver information. You just want
to type those two pieces of information in.
Each account will have different nameserver information, but YOUR
account will always have the same nameservers. So, for all domains,
enter the same information.
Note: It may take 3 hours to 48 hours for your nameserver
information to update around the Internet.
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Once you change the nameservers at your registrar, then continue
with the Add On information at SiteGround – Step 4 of Scenario #2.
If SiteGround does not recognize your domain, it is because your
nameservers have not yet updated.

“Roll Your Own” Website Installation
(44:30)
If you do not wish to use SiteGround for as your host, we have a “Roll
Your Own” installation package. Simply set up your account with
your host and download the installation zip file from the member’s
area under Software Suite.
We won’t go in on how to install, as we are assuming you know how
to install Wordpress, plugins and theme yourself. There is also a
video on instructions in the Software Suite.

Touring Your Wordpress Site (48:00)
Please see the “Wordpress Resources” on the website for
supplementary videos on touring Wordpress and making your
website look like ours:
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Videos:
 Touring your new Wordpress website
 Embedding Youtube videos
 Making your website look like ours
 Connecting Jetpack for the contact form - note: do not activate
the “mobile theme” within Jetpack – this will remove your
Google ads.
 Deleting dummy posts in your wordpress install
 The pink button text button

Building Your Facebook Pages (56:30)
You will need four Facebook Pages for each of your 4 websites you
just set up.
Step 1: Login or Create a Facebook Account – NOTE: Nobody will
know what Pages you administer on your personal account!
Step 2: Click “Create Page”
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Step 3: Select Brand or Product. Select “Website” in the drop-down
menu and the category. Add your website name (not your URL, but
the title)
Step 4: Add the Info about your page. This can be changed later.

Step 5: Add your Profile picture – 180pixels high by 180pixels wide.
The profile picture can be anything, but have it represent your
website
Step 6: Add to your Favorites, so you can easily find it in your
personal account (nobody else will be able to see this, or know you
own it.)
Step 7: Skip all “audience profile” info – This can be filled out later.
Step 8: Add your background image – 851pixels wide by 315pixels
wide

Where to find images?
Low-cost royalty free images:
veer.com
123rf.com
Places to get FREE (and copyright-free) images for your page:
www.pexels.com
pixabay.com
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Adding Content to Your Facebook Page
(1:05:05)
Why are we doing this? Later, we want to show visitors that our
Facebook page is active and legitimate. We want to show “social
proof” that we are worth engaging with.
You will add 10-20 piece of other people’s content per Facebook
Page, in about a week. This can be schedules.
Link to:







Youtube videos
Articles
News stories
Blog posts
Other Facebook pages
Etc

Sharing and Liking (1:17:00)
While adding content, you will also be interacting with other relevant
Facebook pages in your sub-niche. Simply do a search for pages.
To share another Facebook post on a page, click Share on an
interesting post. Click share, but on the dropdowns that appear, you
can click share “On a Page your manage” – then share it on your page,
AS your page.
To share a piece of content from another source (ie a website blog
page), copy the URL in the address bar, and go to your Facebook
account. Make sure your account is set to post as your page, not your
personal account.
To change, click the down arrow on the top right, and choose one of
your pages. Then copy the URL into a post on your Page, and post it.
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You can also schedule posts to be posted at a future date.

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 2 page:
 100K Factory Launchpad software
 Sample Facebook Page – This video shows how we set up a
demo Facebook Page
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In this session, we discuss the following:
 Getting your website ready for running Google AdSense
advertising
 Adding Youtube videos to your website
 Facebook Like campaigns
 Organic Like building
 1K Challenge contest

Action Items
 Get one of your websites ready for running ads
 Start your “Like Campaign” for at least 1 of your Facebook
pages
 Begin organic “like building” for your other 3 Facebook pages
 (Track 2, see below) – Start a “Like Campaign” for ALL 4
Facebook pages
 Continue adding 10-20 New Posts to each Facebook page

Get Your Website Ready For Running Ads
(8:58)
Once your websites are up and running, take ONE website and build
up the content. We need to do this to be approved by an ad network,
who will likely view our website to make sure it is legitimate and
complies with all terms and conditions (ie needing a Privacy Policy,
Contact Us, etc)
Once you are approved by an ad network (such as Google Adsense),
you are approved for ALL your websites. This is why you only need
to build up one website for now.
Requirements
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 Content: Add 10 Youtube videos to your website, each with a
short paragraph of 3 sentences you added to personalize it. The
ideal featured image is 620x315 pixels (but just make sure it’s not
a small thumbnail size)
 Customized Default Content: Make sure your Contact Page,
disclaimer, etc have all been customized

Adding Youtube Videos (10:30)
Go to posts, click “Add New”

Look for videos related to your site – Go to Youtube and do a search
for a topic related to the sub-niche of your website, and Filter by
View count to find the most popular videos by number of views. Look
for something interesting or intriging:
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Once you find your video, click Share, and then Embed. You will see
some code:
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Go back to your website, make sure you are in the “Text” tab, and
paste the code. Because the code in html, you need to be in “Text”, not
“Visual” … however, it is easier to be in the Visual tab when writing
your content.
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Once you write three short sentences, add the video to a category
(create a category if the video you chose doesn’t yet fit in a category),
and add a title.
Adding a Featured Image to Your Post (Manual)
Your post has a video, but no image. Look for a great shot within the
video to be your image. Then take a screenshot.
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Mac users: Cmd+Shift+3
PC: Alt+Print Screen
Ideally, the image should be 620x315 pixels, though Wordpress will
resize if the image is larger.
For PC, you can use Greenshot.com (free, http://getgreenshot.org/ to
select part of the screen to save.)
To save your image, you can use a variety of programs such as:
Sumopaint.com (free) – Click “Try Online”
Getgreenshot.org – Also comes with a photo editor (PC only)
Once the image is saved and cropped, click Set Featured Image in
your post (on the right), and drag (or select) your file into the Media
Library.

Click “Set Featured Image” to add it to your post.
Click Publish, and the post will be live, with the featured image and
thumbnail showing.
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Facebook “Like Campaigns” (32:00)
Note that there is also a separate PDF with step-by-step instructions
on Facebook Like Campaigns in Workshop 3 in the member’s area.
We are creating a Like Campaign to get people to click the Like
button on our Facebook page. Why are we doing this? For “social
proof” … if people visit your Facebook Page and see thousands of
likes, it proves to visitors that you are a large and popular business.
You will have an instant “tribe” of followers.
A Like Campaign does involve capital and advertising, so we have
TWO tracks for you:
Track 1 – Limited Capital Outlay
 Focus on ONE Facebook page and ONE website (it doesn’t
matter which one you choose)
 Bring in income by session 5 or 6 and then use that income for
advertising on your other three Facebook pages and websites
Track 2 – Speed
 Do all FOUR Facebook pages and websites at once
Track 2 brings in money faster, but costs more money up front
(“Spend money to make money.”)
See the Like Campaign Cheat Sheet PDF in the member’s area on
detailed, step-by-step information on creating your Facebook ads.
Choosing Winning Ads
Look for ads where you are getting Likes for $0.30 or less for a Like …
ideally a lot less (one cent to ten cents per Like)
How Many Likes Do You Need?
The amount of Likes you need depends on the niche, but the more,
the better. 500 – 1500 is a good range.
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Organic Like Building (59:00)
You don’t need to spend money to gather Likes to your page. There
are organic methods as well. It takes more time and is slower, but is
effective and free.
Make sure you are posting AS your page, not as yourself.
Comment on Other Pages
1. Look for a page in the same or similar sub-niche
2. Read the article, and create a smart and informative comment.
(“Great article, I couldn’t agree more with tip #2. If you get the
temperature wrong, your melons just will not grow”). DO NOT
post “Great article!” The owner of the Page will delete your
comment and other people may complain.
3. The owner will see your comment and may Like your page
Like other pages
Look for a similar page and simply click Like – the owner will see that
you Liked the page, and may Like you back
A Share for a Share
Find other people in your niche with a Facebook page and are willing
to share your page
Start this by asking pages that have smaller audiences than yours
Send a personal message (using your personal profile) asking to
exchange shares (Look for the “Message” button on the FB page)
“Hi, my name is Aidan, and I run the Organic Gardening Buzz Facebook
Page (https://www.facebook.com/organicgardeningbuzz). I wanted to
ask you if you’d be interested in sharing my FB page on your FB page,
and I will in turn do the same thing for your page?”
Aim to get 5 shares each week using this “share for a share” method.
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1K Challenge (1:07:15)

The Facebook Page needs to be NEW, one that you’ve started as part
of the 100K Factory program
You need to get 1,000 NEW likes (so if you already have 100, you’ll
need to get to 1,100.)
You’ll need to provide us with stats showing your new Likes – click
“Insights” from the link at the top of your Page.

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 3 page:
 Facebook “Like Campaign” cheat sheet (PDF)
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In this session, we discuss the following:







1K Challenge contest winners
Optimizing your Like ads
Curation of great content
100K Factory Launchpad curation module
Google AdSense submission
Applying to other ad networks

Action Items





Learn how to curate different types of content
Get ONE website ready for submission to an ad network
Get approval from that ad network
Continue to optimize your Like campaign(s) – beyond 1500
Likes

1K Challenge Winners!
Congratulations to all our winners!
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Optimizing Your Like Ads (8:50)
It’s all about “The Cost Per Like” – Facebook will automatically
choose you best performing 1 or 2 ads out of the 6 in your ad set. So,
turn off the 4 or 5 which are not performing and keep the best
performing one.
Over time, your Cost Per Like will go down, because your ad is
optimized. Just keep it running. If you wish, you can start another set
of ads (so you will be spending $5 x 2 = $10 per day) for one
Facebook page. Then test to see which performs the best (if both are
performing well, and you don’t mind spending $10/day, keep both
going!)
When do you disable poor performing ads? Usually check after 24-48
hours. Facebook will, by then, be choosing the winning ad.
How to create a “similar ad”? Simply click your best performing ad,
and you will be presented with a few options. One of them is a button
called “Create Similar Ad” – click that and go through the prompts …

Curation of Great / Viral Content (17:30)
What is curation?
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Firstly, it is NOT a bad thing … it got bad publicity a few years ago
because of low quality, duplicate content using automated software.
What we will be doing is copying (scraping) high quality content
from other websites that is ALREADY popular, add our own
commentary, and carefully credit the source … just like newspapers
and websites such as Upworthy already do.
We never claim that any of the material is ours, unless it truly is our
own content.
What content are we looking for?
Our curation software will already look for popular content that
meets the parameters for potentially going viral.
It is also a “gut feeling” – is it interesting to you? Chances are, your
audience will also find it interesting and will want to share it.
We will then be testing this content and measure audience
engagement with your Facebook followers to see how it is working
(we will discuss ow to do this in the next session).
Why are we posting curated content?
For TRAFFIC! Posting very interesting content will attract visitors to
our site from Facebook.
The curation process
1. We look for winning content that you already know is going to
be popular (due to using software to filter out lower quality
content)
2. You scrape it from the source
3. You add your own commentary and “secret sauce”
4. You publish it on your website, and then your Facebook page
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100K Launchpad Content Curation
Module (23:10)

This module allows you to find the best content to curate, and you
can publish it on your Wordpress website.
Step 1: Enter your sub-niche keyword – remember, it’s not just your
MAIN keyword that you used to pick your niche, but any keywords
related to your niche (ie your category list on your website.)
For instance, if your website is on “Extreme sports”, you don’t
actually type “extreme sports” to search for content. You will do a
search for “wakeboarding”, “surfing”, “base jumping”, etc.

Step 2: Click Advanced Search and choose a time frame – 24 hours,
one week or one month:
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How to Post Your Content (26:40)
Two ways:
1. Manual – the way you’ve been doing it up to now – find
content via a Google search or the Launchpad module as shown
above, then copy and paste as a new post.
2. 100K Launchpad – Have the content curation module post it
for you. This is BETA – there are still some formatting bugs and
connection errors we have to iron out. (Live demo in the
Workshop at 0:42:55)

How to Curate Images (28:45)
Download or save images and click “Add Media” when writing your
post.
Beware of trademark issues! Use stock images (links to these sites in
Workshop 2 page) and Creative Commons as much as possible.
If you use other people’s images, you might be asked to take them
down (even if you credit the source.) If this happens, take them down
right away and just apologize.
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ALWAYS link back to the source of the image.
Example of a post with curated images:
http://theextremerush.com/meet-the-best-women-wakeboardersin-the-world/
How did we build this?
First, we decided to create a post on the best women wakeboarders
… we did not know who they were, so we did a Google search and
found a few high-profile names based on other wakeboarding articles
referencing them.
We then did a Google search for these names, and downloaded a
couple images, taking care to record the sources.
We then did Google searches on each woman’s bio and rewrote the
bios … this makes it more “original” content than curated content,
because the text is all our own doing through some quick research.
We then credited each image as links at the end of the article.
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REMEMBER: If people email you asking to remove the image, do so
immediately and write back with an apology. In some cases, they will
write actually thanking you for posting the image, but will ask if you
can change the link to another site.

How to Curate Articles (32:52)
Cut & Paste the article to a new post. Watch out for images, ads and
other links you may accidentally copy and paste. Simply delete this.
Trim down the article to only 50% or less of the original article. For
instance, if there is 400 words, only use 200 words. If there are 10
paragraphs, use only 5 paragraphs.
If the article has images, use only half of their images.
Block quote and attribute everything with a source link.
ALWAYS write at least 100 words of your own content. This can be
your own commentary, headlines and sub-headlines.
Formula:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Headline
Sub-headline
Some Content
Call to Action Statement –“Read Through This And Tell Us
What You Think!”

How to Curate Videos (35:40)
http://theextremerush.com/singapores-marina-bay-sandsprovided-an-impressive-platform-for-these-jumpers/
We discussed previously on how to publish videos. Go through the
same steps as creating an article or curating images – screenshot an
image from the video, add a headline and sub-headline, add at least
100 words of your own content, write a call to action, and embed the
video at the bottom (Youtube, Vimeo, etc).
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“Secret Sauce” Recipe of Creating a
Curated Post (37:07)
Every curated post has some original or unique content.
100 words is written by you! Think of yourself as the narrator, the
editor, or a talk show host discussing the story, video or images.
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If you curate and add commentary of a video, be creative! Add a
screenshot from the video, but also look for and add an image from a
completely different source!

Live Demo of Creating a Curated Post For
Your Website Using the 100K Curation
Tool (42:55)
1. Login to 100klaunchpad.net and click the Content button

2. Type in your keyword with the Advanced search, filtering by
date (past week):
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3. All articles presented will already have gone viral, so you know
it passes the “audience engagement” test – choose an article
that looks interesting to you and click the link to go to it:
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4. Save the image on your hard drive, create a new post, and copy
the content:

5. Paste the content into your new post, then click the Quote
button to indent it:
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6. Delete half the article and credit the source – copy and paste
the URL from the original article and link it in the source credit.

7. ALWAYS open the link source in a new window or tab, so that
people do not leave your website (it will remain in another tab
of their browser):
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8. Finish the article by creating an exciting headline, original
content, sub-headings and call to action …

9. File it in a category (or create a new category) …
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10.

Set the featured image:

11.

Publish the article!

12.

Copy the URL of the post you just created:
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13.

Paste as a new post on your Facebook page:

Write your own text, and click into the automatically generated
text below the image to modify … remember that you want
people to click to your site, so make the text more suspensful
and avoid “spoilers”
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Method #2 – Using the Auto-Post Option (BETA):
Do a search, but instead of clicking the link, click “Posting Options”:

You will be presented with this screen:
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The software will scrape and pull in ALL data from the post. You can
make all the edits on this screen, but as the software is still in BETA,
it is safer to post it to your website as a Draft.
Select your website in the dropdown list (your website must be listed
in 100K Launchpad with the correct login and password), choose
Draft, and click Post on Website.
Then, login to your website, and you will see your draft post there.
Continue editing as normal.

Ad Network Submission (1:10:30)
Most people will be using Adsense. (A demo is available on Workshop
4 page on how to apply.)
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Banned from Adsense? Google has gotten more relaxed on reapplying. Use a different email address to apply, and/or use your
spouse’s name.
If you can’t use Adsense, there are several other networks.

Minimum Standard Website
Requirements
20 new posts to the website you will be submitting to the ad
network
Delete all the original “place holder” posts
Customize all other pages (Contact Us, Privacy Policy, etc)
Once your website is approved for Google Adsense, it is approved for
ALL your websites, present and future.
Timeframe:
1. Initial application submission
2. Initial approval (1 hour to several days) – place a temporary ad
3. Final approval (several days to a week)
Video available in Workshop 4 page on applying for Adsense and
placing the demo ad on your website.
While you wait for approval, read the program policies of your ad
network, and become familiar with the do’s and don’ts.
DO NOT EVER click your own Google Adsense ads.

Other Ad Networks (1:24:04)
Media.net
Amazon Associates
Revenue Hits
Chitika
Tribal Fusion

PopAds
Propeller Ads Media
InfoLinks
Adversal
Revenue Hits
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Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 4 page:
 Google AdSense and Google Analytics video – Learn how to
apply to Google AdSense, and how to copy and paste the test ad
code onto the website. The second half talks about adding
Google Analytics tracking to your website
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In this session, we discuss the following:






Case Study: Organic Likes
New Ad Creation Image Tool
New contest – Post Engagement Challenge
Summary of 100K Factory and all three Phases
Boosting and monitoring your best Facebook posts

Action Items
 Add Google Adsense (or other) ads into the other ad spots for
at least one minimum standard site
 Bring your other 3 sites up to minimum standards
 Add your other three sites to your ad network (you do not need
to reapply)
 Continue Like campaigns (or start new Like campaigns for
other 3 sites)
 Continue posting and sharing 10-20 posts on at least one site
 Evaluate your current posts and pick your BEST performer by
Click Through Rate (CTR)
 Build and optimize ONE viral marketing ad campaign from the
best performer

Case Study: Organic Likes (8:30)
One student reached over 1000 Likes with no advertising! How he
did this:
1. He built his Facebook Page, and created a post with a simple
“Call to Action”
2. His searched Facebook for local groups who shared his niche
and Joined them (over 1K members preferred). You can only
join groups as yourself, not as your page.
3. He then shared his post with those Groups with a simple Call to
Action and “Like My Page”
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Example of a group he found and joined:

He then created this post on his Facebook page, and shared it in the
above group:

This post reached 11,828 people (basically the entire group he had
joined) with NO advertising. Several people from the group
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commented and added their own pictures. The result was 1,549 new
Likes to his page!

Image Editor Module (12:55)
Use this new image tool to create your own custom images for your
Facebook Ad or featured image of your website post.
To find it, go into the 100K Factory Launchpad (100kfactory.net), and
you will find a new button called Ad Creation. This brings up your
image editor …
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1. Make the width 620x315, the same size as a featured website
image – there is a dropdown shortcut for pre-made sizes.
2. Browse and add your image, and add text. Remember,
Facebook allows no more than 20% of your ad image to be
text. That is 5 grid boxes on your image.
As you can see above, if you count the boxes in the image with
text, it comes out to 5 boxes. This would be the maximum.
3. In the Output Options, save as a .jpg or .png and download to
use.
You can of course use these images on your website posts, which will
pull over to Facebook when you copy and paste the URL to your
Facebook page. Be creative!

Post Engagement Challenge Contest
(22:10)
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New contest announced! These are the details:
 First three people to get to 2000 engagements on a boosted
post, at LESS than $0.04 per engagement!
 Email your ad boost statistics screenshot to
100kfactoryhelp@gmail.com with the subject line
"engagement contest" - it MUST have this subject line, as this
is how we’re grouping these emails
 We will not reply to your entry
 Do not ask questions in these emails, they will not be answered
Prizes:

First Place: $500 cash!
Second Place: Apple Watch
Third Place: $100 iTunes Music Card

Summary of 100K Factory (24:45)
Phase 1:






Select niches, register domain names, build websites
Build Facebook Pages
Curate content
Facebook advertising
Monetize websites with advertising
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Phase 2:
 Optimization tactics and achieve over 10% CTR (Click Through
Rate) on ads
 Outsourcing tasks
 Scale Phase 1 (more websites, more Facebook pages, more
curated content)
Phase 3:







Email marketing
Crowdforce 2.0
Advanced monetization
More traffic sources
Scale Phase 2 (more optimization, more outsourcing)
More advanced tools

Adding the Other AdSense Ads (32:55)
Once you are approved for AdSense, it is time to create the other ads
for your website. You are allowed up to 3 AdSense ads per page on
your website.
Log into your Google AdSense dashboard, and click “New ad unit” –
you’ll be doing this three times for three ads:
Ad #1: For your Leaderboard 728x90
Ad #2: Above the content on your post, Responsive
Ad #3: Below the content on your post, Large Rectangle 300x250
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You can name the ads anything you wish, but what we usually do is
name it with our website name (or initials) and where we put them
(ie “Extreme Rush top banner”).
Copy the resulting code, and paste into your website like so:
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(If the option appears, add the code as asynchronous JavaScript
code.)
Once you paste and save, you will see ads served to your website on
every single page of your website.

Your Weekly Workflow (39:15)
This is the workflow you need to do to generate income on your
websites:
Step 1: Post interesting content on your website and share it on
Facebook
Step 2: Monitor your engagement – get ready to jump on “good ones”
(ie. shares, Likes and comments)
Step 3: Build viral ad campaigns around your “good ones” (Boost a
post)
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Step 4: Ruthlessly monitor and optimize these viral ad campaigns
Step 5: Rinse and repeat
Workflow Steps in Detail:
Step 1: Refer to earlier workshop, which explains this in detail

Step 2: Monitor your engagement (42:48)
It comes down to link clicks vs. the people reached. This can be seen
as a “Click through rate” (CTR).
If the reach was 1000 people, and there were 100 clicks, then the CTR
will be 10% (100/1000 *100).
The higher the CTR, the better. You can find this data by clicking the
“xxxx people reached” on your post.

“Link Clicks” on your FB post statistics are actual visitors to your
website.
A new site benchmark is around 5-7%. A mature site will be around
10%, because you will be now know what your audience likes. How
do you know what your audience likes? It’s all experimentation, and
you find out by accident. For instance, if you tend to do posts with
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green arrows on the image, and this has better engagement, then you
know that your audience likes green arrows!
You can measure this by 24-48 hours. After this, the post drops off
people’s timelines. However, as long as your post isn’t “trendy” or
time-sensitive news, you can boost the post a couple days or a week
later.
If you see that your CTR is below 5% on a post, don’t worry about it.
Just keep looking through your posts, and keep posting until you see
a winner.
What if none of my posts have high engagement?
If you are constantly below 5%, simply refer to earlier workshops to
see how to increase the engagement of your posts … a more exciting
article, a great looking image, add text to your image using the image
editor, a great headline, and the “law of numbers” – you need a
minimum of 1500 Likes for people to actually see and engage with it.
Study what other successful viral posts are doing, see what their
headline and image is, and learn from them. Study Viralnova,
Buzzfeed and other successful curated sites.

Step 3: Build a viral ad campaign - Boost
a post (55:30)
Go to your ad manager to Boost a post. We don’t like clicking “Boost a
Post” from your post, because it doesn’t give you as many options.
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Select the post you wish to Boost. Name the campaign anything you
want, but come up with your own naming scheme. Brent & Mark like
to call it by their website abbreviation, interest and their post name.
So, for XR – SUP Dolphin, it’s “Extreme Rush Standup Paddleboarding
and their dolphin post”

Go through all the steps similar to your Like campaigns – for location,
choose United States, unless your post is targeted to a different
country (ie Rubgy, which is much more popular outside the United
States.)
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For the interest, use the one that is closest to what your post is about.
However, as you fine tune and create more ads (“Create Similar Ad”),
you can try similar but different audience interests. Then, see which
works the best.
For example: For the Dolphin post, your initial ad will be targeted to
the interest “Standup paddleboarding.”
For additional “similar” ads, keep everything the same, but change
the audience interest to “surfing”, then a 3rd ad for “base jumping”,
etc.
Then, see which Boost ad does the best. Choose ONE interest per ad
set.
For ad locations, you will keep it on all three platforms.
You will end up with 4 or 5 ads for the same post, but with different
interests selected.
Budget: What you are comfortable with. You can set this to $1 per ad
set, so if you have 5, then you will spend $5 per day.

Step 4: Monitoring Your Campaign (42:48
& 1:14:08)
Try to keep the cost per engagement as low as possible … $0.04 or
lower. If people share your post with others, they will see it, but it
will be FREE to you. You only pay for the first person who saw it.
After a while (12-24 hours), check your ad engagement and cost per
engagement. Turn off the lowest ones and keep the winner. You can
then devote your ad budget to the winner.
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After a while, even if engagement and cost per engagement is great,
you will want to end it. This is simply because engagement has gone
down over time because the post is “old” – everybody you are
targeting has seen it and is no longer interested. This is the way
things are. It could be five days, or it could be six months. You will
know it’s time to end the campaign when your current cost per
engagement begins to creep back up past $0.04.

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 5 page:
 Setting up AdSense – Advanced Tutorial
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In this session, we discuss the following:










Engagement Challenge Results
Putting Things Back In Perspective
1 in 20 Posts Will Be A Home Run
It’s A Numbers Game
The ‘No Cost’ Method (it’s coming!)
Action Items For The Next 7 Days
Adsense Starts Slowly
Multi-Page Posts (Revenue Expansion Trick)
Question and Answer

Action Items
 Understand the big picture financially
 Gain perspective and learn the POWER and SECRET of CHEAP
traffic
 Understand Adsense “optimization” and expectations
 Learn to expand posts to 2 pages when they “hit” to increase
earnings per visitor
 Improve cost per engagement execution through practice
 Continue posting 4 – 8 posts per day on average (TOTAL). If
you have 4 websites, and to do 4 – 8 posts in total, so 1 – 2
posts on each site. If you have 1 website, then STILL aim to do 4
– 8 posts in total, but all on the same site.
 Do at least 2 – 3 more boost campaigns - focus on $0.03 per
engagement or less

Engagement Challenge Results (13:40)
The winners from the Engagement Challenge (first people to get
2,000 engagements) over the past week are:
1. Slavko Filipovich ($500 cash)
2. Joern Lillehagen (Apple Watch)
3. Marjukka Miinala ($100 iTunes Gift Card):
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Some Perspective - A Reality Check
(16:12)
The potential and scalability of 100k Factory style websites, is unlike
anything we’ve ever seen before.
To put things in perspective, consider Steve’s first full year online.
Here’s a look at what Steve spent in his first year, what he earned,
and what kinds of conversion rates he needed in order to just break
even…
 In Steve’s first year he generated traffic using ONLY Google
Adwords (paid Google ads).
 Monetization was affiliate marketing (earning commissions
when he sold other peoples products)
 Steve needed to focus on two challenging things:
o Getting traffic at a decent price (decent price meaning
upwards of $0.40 PER VISITOR, more than 10x what we
aim for with the 100k Factory method)
o Converting that traffic into buyers
 Steve’s goal in his first year was to achieve 100% ROI, meaning:
o Spend $100, and then make $200 in revenue.
o Of the $200 revenue, $100 ‘paid back’ the ad spend, and
the other $100 was his profit.
As mentioned above, in the old Google Adwords world, traffic was
expensive, we’d pay $0.40 per visitor, 10 visitors would cost $4. 100
visitors would cost $40!
Payouts for each sale averaged about $35.
So, looking at the math, back then Steve would pay $400 for 1,000
visitors. To break even, he’d need to get 11 sales. To make a 100%
profit, he’d need to get 22 sales from those 1,000 visitors (a 2.2%
conversion rate, which is challenging!).
In Steve’s first year heas was in the weight loss niche. To make the
above work, Steve had to work HARD to get traffic for $0.40 per
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visitors, and to also work extremely hard on conversions, 2.2% is not
easy!
The traffic wasn’t really buyer traffic either, it was just unsuspecting
Google traffic, which made getting conversions even more difficult,
but the specific buyer keywords were too expensive to test with, so
taking that route simply wasn’t an option.
Here are the results:
 $1,000,000 in profit in his first year
 Here’s the full math (it’s scary):
o 3,000,000 website visitors
o $1,200,000 was spent on ads
o Revenue was $2,200,000
o Profit was $1,000,000
o Steve was spending over $5,000/day at the peak
In order to get to a 100% profit run rate, Steve needed to spend
about $1,000 - $2,000 on testing. It was obviously scary to do this,
but it was worth every penny, because once his campaign’s were
working, he was earning twice as much as what he was spending.
Steve too ‘calculated risks’ and ‘educated guesses’. It was inevitable
that he would eventually be making money.
White ‘White Label’ (selling physical products on Amazon), we
typically need to spend $5,000, in order to be able to make $10,000.
To set up a brick and mortar business, you’ll spend thousands just on
stock, rent, and wages before you even have a customer through the
door, and even then you’ll likely struggle to get anywhere near a
100% ROI. Many brick and mortar businesses have margins of 10%
or lower…
Now, just to be clear, Steve didn’t start off by spending thousands per
day. He started on a tight budget, and spent very small amounts each
day while testing.
How does this compare to 100k Factory?
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In 100k Factory you can spend FAR less in testing, and see MUCH
bigger ROI’s.
For example, you can ‘test’ for as little as $2/day, and when you’ve
got a winning campaign, you could spend as little as $20, and earn
THOUSANDS, as shown in the screenshots below.
Here you can see income from one of our sites, pay special attention
to the income on January 11th:

And here you can see what we spent on January 11th (check the date
range below), just $21.91…
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So, as you’ve seen, in this example, we spent $21.91, and earned over
$769.44 in the very same day.
THIS KIND OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT IS BEYOND WHAT STEVE
COULD EVEN DREAM OF WHEN HE STARTED OUT!!!
NOTE: This example of spending money on paid Google ads is just to
show you what Steve did in his first year. You do NOT need to spend
money on Google ads with the 100k Factory system.
Here are some key things to remember about what we’re doing with
the 100k Factory system:
 1 single engagement can result in many visitors… for example,
a ‘Share’ of your Facebook post counts as 1 engagement, but it
may result in hundreds of visitors (potentially).
 If you can get engagements for $0.03, you WILL be able to
make money, it’s then just a case of refining your traffic and
conversions, and monitoring your income.
 1 visitor to your website can result in MANY page views.
 Many page views generates many ads being displayed.
 If many ads are shown, it increases the likelihood that someone
will click on SOMETHING, and that’s when you get paid.
 The more engagements you get, the more likes you’ll get. The
more Likes you have, the less you need to spend on advertising,
and the more free traffic you’ll get.
In week 5 we showed you how to run ads and drive visitors to your
website, in the past week, we’ve ALREADY heard from students who
have been able to get engagements for $0.03 or less!
Finally, to really put this in pespective, consider this…
 $0.03 per visitor means 100% ROI with less than TWO affiliate
sales (way better than the 22 sales Steve needed to get in his
first year), a conversion rate of just 0.2%
 $0.03 per visitor means 100% ROI with 2-3 white label sales
(conversion rate of just 0.3%)
 $0.03 per visitor means 100% ROI with 6 Kindle book
purchases (conversion rate of just 0.6%)
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 $0.03 per visitor means 100% ROI with 2-3 white label sales
(conversion rate of just 0.3%)
Hopefully after reading through all this, you can see just how
wonderful and how POWERFUL the 100k Factory traffic method is.
It’s unlike anything else we’ve ever seen online, and it’s incredibly
powerful once you learn how to harness it!

1 in 20 Will Be a Home Run (41:55)
The nature of this business model is that not every single post on
your Facebook page and on your website will be a huge hit. That’s not
to say that they’ll lost money, but 19 out of 20 may just break even.
You’ll make your big money on 1 in every 20 posts.
Statistics from our own websites, and websites of our test students
show that 1 in 20 posts becomes a big success and earns a lot of
money. This is about the average.
When you look at your ROI, you need to look at the big picture, not
individual posts, because these don’t tell the whole story. The whole
story is told when you look back on 20, 30, 40 or 50 posts, that’s
when you can see your overall average ROI.

It’s a Numbers Game (44:15)
Below you can see some statistics from my (Aidan’s) Facebook page
(http://www.facebook.com/aidanboothonline).
The yellow bar and the numbers to it’s left, represent the ‘reach’, or
how many people saw the post. The pink colored bar represents how
many likes, comments and shares each of the posts got.
Clearly there are three posts which perform far better than the other
two. And, one of the posts resonates much more with my audience
than the others… this is NORMAL.
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You can’t expect every single post to be a winner, it just doesn’t work
like that.
VERY IMPORTANT: Something that is absolutely KEY to understand, is
that the traffic you get when you’re using this method is not JUST from
the ads you run, it’s also from the viral nature of your ads. For example,
you may be spending $0.05 and getting 1 visitor, but you also have to
consider the hundreds of thousands of visitors that you can get for
FREE due to the viral nature of your ads.

The ‘No Cost’ Method (52:00)
In Phase #2 and Phase #3 of 100k Factory, we’ll diverge into other
methods, some of which have ZERO cost to you at all.
For the past few years, ever since Google started sporadically
changing its top rankings, we began to rely less and less on Google
traffic, and control it more and more ourselves.
Here’s the process and some of thing things that tend to happen over
time:
 Like campaigns get things started
 Organic Like campaigns can bring free likes
 We have a 'free traffic toolbox’ that we turn to for our White
Label, Kindle, and Affiliate business which can easily be applied
to our 100k Factory sites
 Once you have HUGE Likes, you never need to advertise at all!
 Adsense is easy, but it’s not always the most lucative.
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 In session #9 (approximately), we’ll start reviewing in to all
this and much more, as we dive in to Phase #2.
While we don’t get into the free traffic methods in detail in this
session, we want you to know that they are coming very soon.

Adsense Starts Slowly (1:01:55)
Another thing that we’ve seen over and over again with Adsense, is
that when you first put ads on your website, the CTR (click through
rate) is not very high.
After your ads have been on your site for a week or so, and after your
site has had a hundreds or thousands of visitors, Google begins to
understand who your audience is, and display better ads.
Take a closer look at the image below. It shows statistics covering the
first 17 or so days from a brand new website.
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As shown on the screenshot above, initially the conversion rate of the
ads isn’t great…
For example, on January 1st, the website received 1,594 page views,
and earnings on January 1st were $5.99.
On Wednesday January 7th, there were 3,331 page views,
approximately double the number on January 1st, so, if page views
doubled, then we’d expect the earnings to double right? WRONG!
Earnings on January 7th were $71.98, more than 10 times the number
on January 1st!! This is because the ads being shown were more
relevant, Google had figured out what the best converting ads were,
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and earnings ramped up as a result. This is normal, and you should
expect to see the same thing.
A few more points about Adsense Optimization:
 Adsense starts VERY slowly (for the reasons explained above)
 Google is VERY good at optimizing the ads by themselves. Ads
make up 95% of Google revenue, and results in over $17
BILLION last year.
 When it comes to ad optimization, Google know what they’re
doing! Remember, they only make money when people click on
their ads, so it’s in their best interestes to serve up relevant
ads.
 All you need to do is feed traffic into the system, Google will
handle the rest.
The above points are all GREAT news for you 

Multi Page Posts (1:10:30)
The reason for using these is to get people visiting more pages o your
websites, and as a result seeing more ads. The more ads they see, the
higher the chance is that someone will click on an ad, and that you’ll
make money.
Multi-Page posts are VERY easy to make, all they do is split one post
into two different pages.
The screenshot below shows how it’s done:
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As you can see, next to the top red arrow in the image above, there is
a little icon that allows you to split a post into two parts, it creates a
page break (the dotted line shown below the second red arrow).
The process is EXTREMELY simple, write the first part of your post,
then hit the page break button, then write the second part of your
post. Wordpress does the rest.
You can break a post into as many pages as you want, chances are
you’ve seen this done in the past, it’s a simple but very effective tactic
that you can apply to your sites.
Here’s what it looks like when the post is live:
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As you can see next to the red arrow, there is a number 2, this is the
second part of this post.
NOTE: We’ve put a call to action just above this saying:
“Check out Justine surfing in a tube on the next page below!”
This simple call to action massively helps the click through rate!
The model we use to create the posts is exactly the same as what we
use for single posts, the only difference is that we’ve duplicated it.
So when should you create a multi-post?
You should do it ONLY for posts that are making a lot of traction.
Don’t do it for a post that isn’t getting much engagement or visitors.
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In this session, we discuss the following:
 New tools complimentary to 100K Factory
 Seven insane new prizes!
 Your “Work Week”
o Post interesting content on your site and FB
o Monitor engagement
o Build viral ad campaigns around the “good ones”
o Monitor and optimize the viral ad campaigns
o Rinse/repeat
 Finding new audiences based on Interests

Action Items
 Get a website up to $15 page RPM through traffic (You will
need at least 5K traffic for Adsense to optimize their
advertising for your website)
 Send 5 – 7.5K visitors to your site at $0.03 or less
 Build out an “interest” swipe file
 Build a weekly schedule for yourself
 Build a daily plan for yourself
 Start executing the plan every day!
 Start to document your post boosting and your post swipe file

Software Coming Out Soon (5:28)
All this software will be released in the next 6 to 7 weeks.
Crowd Force Limited Edition
Crowd Force is a piece of software that helps you find relevant links
and traffic from various sources such as Youtube, forums, blogs, etc.
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This new version, the “Limited Edition”, has a new function called
“Engage” that allows you to identify and focus on topics and stories in
Facebook and Youtube where highly targetted and engaging traffic
sources can be found.
Bounce Breaker Software Suite
50% or more of your traffic will click away from your site the
moment they arrive. This software is meant to stop that through
special exit pop-ups (a pop-up if a person clicks their back button) to
capture email addresses to build an email list or send out special
messages and offers to keep your visitors on your site.

This software will recycle “lost” visitors, drive visitors to the right
pages on your website and allow you to build an email list. You can
also use it to build beautiful forms with a built-in editor, and the
ability to view your stats.
$50,000 Traffic Academy
A plan to get thousands of visitors WITHOUT using Facebook. The
idea is to turn these visitors into a hands-off $50,000/year income
stream.
100K Retargeting Module
A technique to Re-engage your visitors and make more money.
100K Affiliate Module
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How to add daily affiliate income to your 100K Factory sites without
using Facebook.
100K Amazon White Label Module
How to make tons of income on Amazon selling physical products. If
you are already selling on Amazon, you’ll learn how to apply 100K
Factory tactics to skyrocket your sales.
100K Kindle Module
Advanced tactics to dominate competitive niches and make a lot of
money on Kindle. Also included are techniques on how to leverage
your 100K Factory websites to sell your Kindle books, and a Q&A
session with an author of a Top 20 book on Amazon.
100K Info Product Module
How to sell your own info product on your website. We also talk
about the info product creation process, and how to outsource nearly
all of it.
100K Email Module
You’ll learn how to grow a list and make money from that list.

Seven Insane New Prizes (29:50)
Winners announced in three weeks (August 17th)
Contest #1: Most Total Revenue
2 nights on Steve’s yacht (value $1,100)
The person with the most total revenue from all your 100K Factory
sites combined. They will receive a trip for 2 nights aboard Steve’s
yacht in Key West Florida. A $500 airfare credit is also included.
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Contest #2: Biggest Revenue in a Single Day
Apple Watch ($400 value)

Biggest revenue in a single day from all your 100K Factory websites
combined.
Contest #3: Most Total Traffic to 1 Site
Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones ($400 value)
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Contest #4-7: Biggest Facebook Fanpage (Top 4 wins)
4 prizes of $250 each (total value of $1000)

Action Items In Depth (35:32)
 Get a website up to $15 page RPM through traffic (You will
need at least 5K traffic for Adsense to optimize their
advertising for your website)
“RPM” is the amount of money you make per 1000 visitors.
 Send 5 - 7.5K visitors to your site at $0.03 per engagement or
less
 Build out an "interest" swipe file
 Build a weekly schedule for yourself
 Build a daily plan for yourself
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 Start executing the plan everyday!
 Start to document your post boosting and your post swipe file
Your Goals should be:
Engagement averages $0.03 or less per visitor
Your website page RPM is to be $15 or higher – remember, you will
need at least 5 – 7.5 thousand visitors to reach $15 RPM
Your traffic per website per week:
Number of posts to “hit” should be around 1-2 per week – older posts
you will continue boosting.
Mature websites average around 3K traffic per “hit” post (a post that
is successful with the boost and goes viral.)
Month 1: 5 – 7.5K per week
Month 2: 7.5 – 10K per week
Month 3: 10 – 15K per week – this is the most you’ll need and stays
with the 1-3 posts to hit the metric. You can go beyond, if you wish to
make more money, but to hit the $100K per year with 4 websites, you
will need 10-15K traffic per week.

Your “Work” Week (48:05)
Set up a flexible 5 day work week – Monday to Friday, or Wednesday
through Sunday.
Step 1: Post interesting content on your site and share it on
Facebook
Post 10-15 stories per work week on your 4 websites and share them
on Facebook.
Distribute them around your sites fairly evenly throughout the week.
Share some other related content on Facebook as well – shoot for a
total 3-4 updates on Facebook per day – this will include your
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content, but also content that is NOT curated and NOT linking to your
site (similar to your posts back at the beginning of the course.) Link
out to other websites as well for variety.
This should take 2-2.5 hours per work week.
Step 2: Monitor engagement and get ready to jump on the “good
ones”
How do you know if you have a GOOD ONE? Calculate this as link
clicks vs. the people reached. If the reach was 1000 and the clicks
were 100, then the CTR is 10% (100/1000 * 100).
Remember, this is for regular Facebook posts that links to your
website. We have done nothing special with them or boosted them.
So, engagement is all organic.
The higher the CTR, the better. For new pages, the benchmark is a
CTR of around 5-7%. For mature pages, the benchmark is around
10%.
The engagement is dependent on the age and the niche. Measure the
CTR within the first 24 hours, though you can come back to them.

2,409 divided by 21,864 x 100 = 11%
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Build a swipe file in a spreadsheet to measure your results:

A swipe file is a list of data you create, and which you can “swipe”
from to create something further (in this case, boosting a post).
Add your website name, the post title, the date it was posted (on
website and Facebook, because you will post the same day), the reach
and clicks BEFORE it was boosted.
Step 3: Build viral ad campaigns around the “good ones”
Pick your best posts, ensuring they meet the benchmark standard.
Try and find 1-2 per work week per website.
Build up your swipe file spreadsheet.
Then, build out the boost posts using 3-5 interests (see below).
Total time for this is around 1 hour per work week.
Step 4: Optimize for Cost per Engagement
Get cost per engagement below $0.04. The key is traffic, traffic,
traffic!
Use the “2 page post trick” discussed in Session 6 – this increases
revenue.
1. Set up boosted posts for 3-5 interest groups
2. Check in 12-24 hours. Kill anything above $0.05 per
engagement. The goal is $0.03 or lower.
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3. In another 12-24 hours, check those that were below $0.05 and
kill any not at $0.03 or less.
4. If you got at least one interest that was getting you $0.03 or
less per engagement, expand the post on your website using
the 2 page method … go for 3 pages if the article is larger or has
lots of pictures
5. Expand (by creating more ads) into as many other interests as
you have
6. Record everything on your spreadsheet
7. Go back to Step 2 to optimize the new interests
If NO interests got you to $0.03 or less, BUT at least 2 got you to
$0.05, go back to Step 1 with a new headline and/or image to see if
results improve.
A Sample Week
Monday – Post 5 stories across different sites 1.5 hours
Tuesday – Post 5 stories across different sites 1.5 hours
Wednesday – Off
Thursday – Evaluate Monday and Tuesday stories 15 minutes
Friday – Set up boost campaigns for 2-3 posts (may need to
build a pipeline of “good” posts first) 1 hour
– Good day for this as weekend traffic is higher
• Saturday – Optimize ads and posts (2 page etc) – 1 hour
• Sunday - Off
•
•
•
•
•

Finding New Interest Groups (1:12:10)
Say you have a boosted post that is now receiving traffic at $0.03 or
less per engagement. What you want to do now is get MORE
TRAFFIC.
To do this, you will want to create new ads to boost this same post.
However, you have already tested it on your regular audience
interests, and some worked, and some didn’t.
So, how do you get more traffic? You will want to research and test
NEW audiences based on NEW but similar interests.
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There are a variety of ways to do this. One way is to search on Google
for other topics and interests. With your Facebook Audience Insights
tool open, open a new tab and do a search for something similar to
your topic.
Eg) You have a post that is very successful with your audience
interest as “surfers” – you want to find similar interests or subinterests. So, in Google, do a search for “list of top pro surfers” … from
a search, you’ll find names such as Kelly Slater and Andy Irons.

Simply go to your Audience Insight tools and type a name into the
interests box to see if it appears. In this case, it does …
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You now have a brand new audience of 500K people to test your ad
on!
Be creative with your research. Based on the post you are boosting,
look for names, topics and other ideas to get potential new audience
members. Look also in top categories for similar interests, such as
brand names, magazine titles, television shows, associations, events,
etc.
Don’t over-think this. Just do some brainstorming and research to
find a list of possible interests that may appear in the Facebook
Audience Insights tool under Interests. Add all qualified interests to
your swipe file spreadsheet.
Once you have a new list of interests, create the SAME boost ads, but
using these new interests, one interest per ad.
Your goal is simply to generate more traffic to this boosted post at
$0.03 per engagement.

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 5 page:
 Post Swipe Spreadsheet File – Keep track of all your boosted
posts by recording the date, the reach, the clicks, CTR, the date
you boosted it and the CPE (Cost Per Engagement)
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In this session, we discuss the following:








Reaching Positive ROI
Unleashing Google Analytics
Examples from 100K Factory students
Hot seats
The most common questions … ANSWERED!
How Freddie TRIPLED his RPM!
Engagement secrets dossier

Action Items
Study successful examples, improve future FB posts
Work the weekly plan as developed last week
Identify and work on the "focus" areas
Install Google Analytics if you haven’t done it already (we
explained this in Session #4)
 Monitor page RPM (eCPM) using Google Analytics





Aidan’s New Blog Post (0:30)
Aidan recently published a post about Facebook engagement. A lot of
material there is relevant to this week’s teachings.
http://www.aidanbooth.com/facebook-ads-and-dissecting-data/

Reaching Positive ROI (9:20)
Two main focuses:
1. Maximize ad revenue
2. Minimize ad cost
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Maximize Ad Revenue (10:00)
There are a few things to focus on to maximize ad revenue.
These points also pertain to lowering your bounce rate (people
leaving your site right away).
#1 -- Maximize your Page Views:
Make sure your content is relevant – When people first come to
your page, does it completely match the Facebook ad?
Use the multi-page tactic – If a visitor clicks to the next page, not
only does it show an interaction with your page, it reduces bounce
rate and shows more ads.
Use mid-page menus – If somebody isn’t interested in your content,
maybe they will be interested in another article?
Though you do have a “related posts” section after the article, many
visitors may not scroll down that far. Instead, insert links within your
article – these are done manually, by highlighting the text, clicking
the anchor button, and adding the link.
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Use in-text navigational links - If somebody isn’t interested in your
content, maybe they will be interested in another article?
Though you do have a “related posts” section after the article, many
visitors may not scroll down that far. Instead, insert links within your
article to other pages on your site – these are done manually, by
highlighting the text in your content, clicking the anchor button, and
adding the link.
Make sure your website loads fast – we already have plugins in
your website that speeds up your website. In addition, Siteground
itself is a fast host. Note that images will be the largest reason for a
slow website.
Advanced users – *** Use at your own risk, we do not provide
support for the options below!***
ADVANCED OPTION 1 – To speed up your website even more, try
the caching option in Siteground Cpanel. Login, and in Information
and Settings scroll down until you see “Cloudflare CDN” – Click
“Access” and activate the free version.

Using CloudFlare is beyond the scope of this course, and we do not
provide support for this, as it will involve changing your nameservers
and possibly other DNS settings. CloudFlare has tutorials for what
needs to be done on their website.
ADVANCED OPTION 2 – An easier option is to cache your website
using a Wordpress plugin. We recommend WP Fastest Cache –
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-fastest-cache/
Once installed, check these options and click save:
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Again, this is an advanced plugin and is not part of the course. We do
not provide support for this, so use at your own risk!
The drawback to a caching plugin is that it does store a copy of your
page for faster access – this means the “numbers” on the social plugin
WILL NOT UPDATE until the cache is cleared (in the above case,
when a new post is published).
ADVANCED OPTION 3 – Siteground has its own cache plugin!
For more information and tutorials, refer here:
https://www.siteground.com/tutorials/supercacher/
Use appealing and instantly relevant images – make sure they
match the content on your post
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Find out what your demographic is – If your audience is over 50,
for instance, you will want to increase your font size. To do this, you
will need to change a setting in Wordpress.
Go to Appearance > Theme Options > Styling Options
Add this to the “Custom CSS” box …
body { font: 16px/25px Droid Sans, sans-serif; }

So it looks like this:

Don’t forget to save!
Add “top-rated posts” to your sidebar – “Recent Posts” is fine. The
“Top 3 Articles” sidebar in CDLTraininghub.com was installed with
the theme.
Write captivating titles – In the Resources section we have a PDF on
writing great headlines
#2 -- Maximize Ad Click Through Rate
Test to see which color ads work the best. Ads work best either
blended into your website (so it looks like part of your website), or
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use contracting colors (so it is more eye-catching and screams “I AM
AN AD”) – sometimes one technique works better than the other.
Put more text on your page – Because Google serves relevant ads
based on the content on your page (and the types of visitors that land
on your page), by adding more relevant keywords, AdSense will do a
better job of optimizing ads on your website.
Use section targeting – This involves adding more keyword-rich
text into your pages. We’ll talk about this in Workshop 9.
#3 – Maximize Payout Per Click
Check RPM (earnings per thousand visitors) - Check to see if one
location has a better RPM than another. For instance, if you find that
your best clicks are from visitors in the United Kingdom over the
United States, then concentrate on the U.K. in your Facebook ads.
View Aidan’s blog post (linked in the Resource section) to learn more
about this.

Minimize Ad Cost (19:18)
Target the Right People – Which audience or geographical area is
cheaper? Which audience creates better RPM?
To do this, dive into the data and test which geographical location has
the best RPM. USA? UK? Somewhere else?
You can test this audience in Facebook by having ads just targeting
US (try this for 3 days.) Then just test the UK for 3 days and monitor
everything. After the week, find out which location has the best RPM
(most clicks per thousand people).
Then, check your ad costs. Does UK cost more? Does it perform
better? Simply subtract your ad costs from your earnings to see your
net earnings on the campaign.
If UK has better RPM but the cost of the ads are much more, perhaps
then a US audience wins out, even if RPM is lower.
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Identify which gender is cheaper – Do women click much more
than men? Then have you ad only appear for women.

In this case, nearly twice as many men clicked the ad, even though we
spent a bit more. So, in this case, target only men to nearly double
your ROI!
Don’t forget to also try age brackets.
Only use the RIGHT ad placements – Sidebar, desktop newsfeed, or
mobile phones. Create three boosted ads, one only showing up for
placement. After three days, test to see which performed the best.
Test multiple interests – Which interest gives you the lowest cost?

So, at the end of all these tests, you may find that the absolute lowest
ad cost for your boosted post is to the U.K., women only, age 45-65, in
the LPGA interest!
Plus, since this ad is now completely optimized, your bounce rate will
be lower and your ads will be much more effective on your website,
because you will have super-targeted traffic.

Unleashing Google Analytics (29:50)
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We explained how to install Google Analytics in Session 4. The
powerful thing about Google Analytics is that it can be linked to your
AdSense account (and we strongly recommend you do this).

Once it’s linked, you will be able to view your earnings RPM on
individual pages on your website! (For some reason, it’s called eCPM,
but it’s the same thing.)

You can also see revenue per page, how many ads were clicked,
impressions, bounce rate, and much more.
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The “2” at the bottom is so low, we don’t bother with the stats on this
page.
So, identify the webpages with the best RPM.
You will then match up the pages with the best RPM with your cost in
Facebook to get the true value of your campaigns. Then, turn off ads
that have low RPM and create more ads to your

Student Examples (38:00)
Example #1: Motivation Seeds
This student has already tried a couple boosted posts, which weren’t
very effective. Then, one of them “hit”!

He has made $119.34 in this one post so far, and RPM has increased
from $1 to $9 and is still rising. The click through rate is 3.2%, which
is very good.
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(View slide #35 for a closer view)
His Facebook cost per engagement is $0.01, but it is even lower,
because this is just the people who clicked – not people who clicked
due to friends sharing the post!
Thoughts:
 This person should create new audiences with different
interests to expand the reach of the ad.
 This person has created over 100 FB posts, and has spent
approx. 10 hours creating 40 posts on his website. Out of 40
posts, the student has 1 winner so far. This one post could
make $1000/month easily.
 They have just over 3000 Likes – because the boosted post has
gone viral, this person can probably shut off the Like campaign,
as people are now clicking to Like organically.
Example #2: The Cosplay Times
This person shared an image from a different website, which
received 218 Likes.
Because of the great engagement, this student decided to use it as a
post on their website. They then posted it on their Facebook page (so
they now have it twice – once linking to the original owner’s site from
the past, and now linking to their website, saying “She even made a
video tutorial so that you too can surprise your boyfriend!”)
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They then boosted the second post to their website right away.
The result is 545 Likes and thousands of visitors!
This is definitely a great example of working smart …

This person also took advantage of the popularity of Ryan Renolds by
targeting their boosted post to the interest of “Ryan Renolds” – the
result is thousands of clicks …
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Thoughts:
 Keep creating new boosted posts to easily make $10,000
dollars on this one website by the end of the year!
 They have over 100 Facebook posts now
 48 posts on the website
Example #3 – Paranormal Buzz
Pay attention to this student’s titles, as they write very engaging
headlines. In the winning boosted post below, they create suspense
and intrigue with their title:
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Another winning post uses questions to pique a visitor’s curiosity:

Thoughts
 EXCELLENT copywriting skills by generating questions and a
great use of mystery and intrigue!
 6000+ Likes … they probably paid for only 2/3 of them until
the “hits” created viral success
 A very good ratio of organic reach to paid reach due to such
interesting and intriguing posts and headlines
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 68 posts on the website

Hot Seats (58:40)
A few student successes (and not-yet-successes).
SurfingNewsDaily.com

Not enough Likes yet (need 1000 – 1500+) – this means you are not
getting enough reach or a large enough audience for your posts to go
viral.
Good amount of content, though, and nice “About” tag on the
Facebook page

LeanMeanBodyBuilding.com
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Posts need to be more “mysterious” – don’t give away the story in the
text. Instead, create a headline like “Wow! Arnold’s 6 rules of success
… rule #4 will shock you …” or “Arnold is PISSED! Find out why”
Know your audience. Find out in your page stats to see who your
audience is (ie mainly men or women?) Fine tune your boosted posts
and your posts on your website based on this.
You can find your stats on your page here:

SpoonfulofGoodnessDigest.com
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The site seems to be a bit of everything, which can make for a HUGE
audience in the long run (see Mashable), but is much harder to
achieve in the beginning because there is no focus to the website
For a broader focus, you need a lot more Likes
Great content, and great idea for a site, but be prepared for it to be a
“long play” – build to 15,000 – 20,000 Likes, and track how many you
get from each campaign (ie how many Likes you get from “healthy
eating”, how many from “motivation” etc) – then, tailor content based
on those audiences daily

Update on The Extreme Rush (1:11:33)
Looking at Google Analytics, the time on page should be more than 1
minutes, and the bounce rate should be 65% or less. This is your goal.
You can find your bounce rate in Google Analytics.
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We haven’t had a new “hit” in a viral boost since July 25th – however,
we’ve had over 4,500 new visitors, and our RPM has more than
doubled to $13.30 due to the boosted post above. Based on RPM and
assuming we keep achieving $0.02 engagements, and with a few
more hits each month, we are already at a run rate of over
$1000/month PROFIT.

Common Questions (1:14:10)
I’m falling behind! What should I do?
The program is designed for you to move at your own pace. Just keep
taking small steps forward. Whether you reach a run rate of
$2K/month in 2 weeks or 6 weeks, it doesn’t matter in the large
scheme of things.
You’ll also always have access to the tools, the member’s area and
any future updates.
This isn’t a race. Just keep moving forward at your own pace.
What if I’m only making $1000 from my 4 sites?
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It’s a solid start! You will scale up in the coming weeks. Your websites
are still bring new. $1K/month is still great ROI after only 8 weeks.
Is Facebook going to change? Will this work for a long time to
come?
Change is inevitable, but you are getting your foot in the door now.
Having lots of fans will always be a huge advantage.
Even if Facebook changes, you’ll still have lots of organic traffic that
you’ll be monetizing in Phase #2 and #3. The websites you are
building are high quality and you are investing in a rock solid
foundation that will drive traffic for a long time to come!
In the future, once you’re getting organic traffic, you can focus on
other traffic sources, now that you have a solid amount of social
proof (lots of likes and shares), so you can even turn off advertising
to focus on other methods.
Why are you doing so much in Phase #2 and #3? Why are you
giving so much away?
We only do 1 launch per year, and study techniques and tactics for
the rest of the year. Since we only do one launch a year, we only have
one group of customers to work with, so we need to get it right!
Everything we teach and the tools we use is also our core business, so
the teaching part is easy! We love doing this and helping others, and
positive testimonials are gold in this teaching industry.
Is there anything I can do to speed up results?
YES! You can scale the system by getting more Likes, publishing more
posts on your website, and publish 5 or more times per day on
Facebook
Mashable, BuzzFeed, etc are so successful because they publish
hundreds of posts per day. Obviously we’re not that big, so work
smart and concentrate on your “hits”
I’m getting engagement for $0.02 but am still only breaking even
with Adsense. How many ads should I run?
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If you’re breaking even, do as many ads as you can! The RPM will
continue to increase.
Create “similar ads” and boost them to different audiences. Test and
monitor them all.
My RPM is still under $10. What should I Do?
Check traffic (USA is best to increase RPM, but maybe not for you).
Dive into your data to see exactly where you are at.
Focus on lowering your engagement costs as we discussed above.
Keep posting fresh content as well. You site is still very young!
Advanced tecniques we will discuss next week – Section Targeting,
Re-targeting and Look-alike audiences.
I need a new AdSense account. What should I do?
If you previously have a banned AdSense account, or have some
issues with the one you have, do the following:
 Be sure you have a minimum of 20 posts with at least 50%
content
 Use Adsenseg.com ($25 cost, 1-9 day approval time)
 Worst case, you can reapply with a business tax ID such as an
EIN number.
I have an 8% CTR from Facebook, but no-one is clicking on my
ads … why?
Have you had at least 5,000 visitors from the USA? Adsense needs to
optimize their ads for your site based on visitors.
Is your CTR based on 100 or 10,000 visitors? You need a decent
sample size before you can draw conclusions.
Check your bounce rate as well. If you have a high rate, you need to
fix it (see above, “Maximize Your Page Views”) and re-assess the
results.
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Remember, new sites usually have low ad clicks, and it is normal for
RPM to start off slowly.
No one is engaging on my Facebook posts!
You need at least 1000 – 1500 Likes. Also, are your posts lasertargeted to what your audience is interested in? Test by posting
different types of content and seeing which gets the best engagement,
even if it’s just a tiny bit.
Work on better headlines and images as well. Are they intriguing
enough? Do they create questions or drama?
Learn from other people and successful sites in your niche to see
what they are doing. You can go to your page insights to “Watch”
other pages and see how many new Likes they received and top posts
they published (Aidan shows this in his blog post.)
Remember, this is a numbers game. Not every post will be a winner,
but some will!
Why can’t I get my Likes under $0.10?
Have you let the ad run for at least 48 hours? Likes are expensive to
begin with, and drop down after a few days. Also, make sure your
daily budget is $5/day or under. Facebook will spend more per Like if
you spend more.
Test different interests and see which responds the best. Split test
images and ad text as well to see which does the best.
To split test, you create two ads, one slightly different from the other.
In both, you would have the SAME images but different text. Or, you
would have the SAME text but different images.
Find out which performs the best. If you use DIFFERENT images and
different text in both ad sets, and one performs better than the other,
you won’t know if it is because of the images or because of the text.
Say one of the text ads works better than the other. Then, keep the
best performing ad and create a second one with the winning text.
Use different images. Monitor this and see which works better – the
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old ad, or the new ad. Keep doing this, changing one small thing and
testing.
How long should I boost a post for?
Until it stops making money! This will happen if the cost per
engagement begins rising over a certain threshold.
If you’ve not making money but you’ve had plenty of traffic, stop it
within 48 hours.
How important is original content?
We want to CURATE content and then add our original content to
make it 50% original … at least 100 words if you just use videos or
images. If you quote 100 words of text, make sure you have 100
words of your own text.
Both Facebook and AdSense stress original content in their terms.
Is it better to be “broad” or “specific” when choosing a target
audience for a Like campaign?
The more specific, the better … but make sure you have a large
enough audience.
It’s not just getting Likes, but getting targeted people liking your page
who will be interested in your content.
Why does not Google AdSense ads sometimes not show?
A lot of times it is simply YOU looking at them – for instance,
advertisers can target ads based on location. If you live in Australia,
and your niche is mainly only popular in the United States, you may
not see ads. This also happens if you live in a small town our country.
Advertisers also have the option of targeting large population
centers, where your target audience is! So, people are seeing your
ads.
There is also an option to show an alternate ad if Google can’t find an
ad to display. We’ll be covering this in a future session.
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What if I regret the niche that I chose?
Don’t ditch it prematurely. Remember, people that Like your page
REALLY DO like the content you serve. Many people don’t care about
mountain biking stunts … they DO like your alternative health
information. You don’t need “extremely viral” content for this to
work.
Make sure that:
You have 1000 – 1500 Likes
70% of your audience is from the USA (unless your niche
doesn’t target the US, such as cricket)
Engagement on ALL your Facebook posts is less than 5%
You have tried the methods in this Session
If it still doesn’t work, still don’t get rid of out. However, do start a
brand new site. Because you now know all the techniques, you can
get up and running in far less time.
I’ve run out of content available for my niche using the 100K
Launchpad content finding tool … what should I do?
First of all, that’s nearly impossible. There’s always news items being
posted, every day. Try searching with different keywords. Also, try
looking in Youtube.

How Freddie Tripled his RPM (1:40:52)
“Freddie” is one of our students, and he sent us this screenshot. He
lives in South Africa, so these are in Rand. The exchange rate is
around $1 US = ZAR10. So, 51 Rand is around $5.
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Freddie has gone a little ahead, which we will discuss next week. It
involves re-targeting and look-alike audiences.
He has been optimizing his traffic, and Google has been optimizing
the ads. The results will mean higher and higher RPM.

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 8 page:
 Similar Ads and Audience Segmentation video – In this
video, we talk about how to quickly create “similar ads” and
how to segment audiences to boost our ROI
 Optimizing and boosting ad campaigns video – We talk
about how to optimize and boost our AdSense earnings from
an ad campaign
 Income Optimization spreadsheet – A spreadsheet to track
your boosted posts, the ad costs, and the earnings on each post
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In this session, we discuss the following:







New ROI guide
Custom Audiences
Lookalike Audiences
Section Targeting
Free Facebook Likes
Getting Free Traffic through organic SEO

Action Items
 If you are going the free route:
o Develop your work plan
o Begin executing your work plan
 Create and install custom audience pixel
 Create lookalike audiences

New ROI PDF Guide (2:35)
You can find our PDF guide here, called “Achieving Positive ROI” http://100kfactory.com/members/home/resources/
We created this guide to help give optimization tips and tactics to
increasing your AdSense RPM and lowering your advertising costs.

Custom Audiences (8:50)
Freddie (one of our students), using a few tweaks, was able to triple
his RPM, to making $200 profit per day. This is done through the use
of custom audiences.
A custom audience is an audience you can create based on people
who visit your website. You do this by placing code on your webpage.
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Anytime someone visits, they are then added to your “custom
audience” which you can then use to run ads to.
Since somebody has ALREADY been to your website, there’s a great
chance they will want to return. They’ll recognize your ads and they
are more likely to click on them. This results in:
More targeted traffic
Cheaper traffic
How to Create a Custom Audience
Go to your Facebook ad manager, click on Tools and select Audiences
from the menu:

Click “Custom Audience” and you’ll be asked where you would like to
create your audience from. Click “website traffic”
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Then, click “People who visit specific web pages” and add your
website name (full http://yourwebsitename.com) – Just in case, add
your www and your non-www version. Add 180 days for “In the last”
– this is the maximum. Finally, name your audience and description.
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Now you need to install the “pixel” onto your website – this is the
special code you need for Facebook to collect the data:

Then copy the code:

And add it to your website, in the head section of your site. To do
this: Appearance > Theme Options and in the General Settings you
will add it to “Header Code” as seen below:
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You may have other code there already (ie Google Analytics code), so
just add it above or below the code you already have, and Click Save.
Then, over the next couple days and weeks, Facebook will begin
collecting data and building up your custom audience. From there,
you can now create a “Lookalike audience”.

Lookalike Audiences (18:22)
It’s an audience based on the type of people created from an existing
audience you custom created. It is a great way to reach out to more
people with similar interests and demographics based on the
audiences you have created.
To create one:
Click on the name of the website audience you created:

Then click the “Create Lookalike” button:
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Select a country and size. A great idea is to create several lookalike
audiences based on countries … so, you can create one for the United
States, one for the U.K., etc, and see which one performs the best.
You will want an audience below 5 million (on the lowest scale) for
maximum audience focus.
Click save. It will take a few hours for Facebook to set it up.
Once the audience is active, then when you go to boost a post, you
will then choose a New Audience and select one of the audiences you
created (instead of selecting an interest as we have been doing up to
now).
Do some tests! When you are boosting a post, create ads with
interests and also ads with your custom audience, and see which
performs better!

Section Targeting (25:08)
This is worth trying if you have a lower than expected AdSense RPM.
Google’s objective is to deliver ads that relate to your page content
and your audience so the ads get clicked on as often as possible.
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However, Google sometimes struggles to match ads with your
audience, especially if you don’t have much content. Using Section
Targeting, you can tell Google to “focus” on a particular section of
content on your page to emphasize what the ads should be about.
To do this, add some special html tags within your article in
Wordpress. You have to work in the Text tab on your Wordpress
editor. Look for the content that you want to emphasize, then add
these tags:
<!-- google_ad_section_start -->
Content you want Google to concentrate on
<!-- google_ad_section_end -->

Google says that these tags are now obsolete, but some bloggers have
noted that they still have problems with Google matching relevant
ads, so they still use them. You can test yourself and see if your ad
relevance improves.
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Getting “Free” Traffic (30:56)
The goal is to get traffic to your websites for free. Traffic to your site
= people clicking your ads = profit. You also need less traffic, because
you’re not paying for it.
However, the speed is much slower. Instead of investing money for
traffic, you will be spending your time and “sweat equity.” Other
monetization methods may be required to reach your profit goals.
For now, focus on generating traffic and worry less about income
right now.
The strategy is:
1. Facebook Likes - get massive amounts of Likes on your page.
The larger the reach on Facebook, the more free traffic will
come to your website from your (unboosted) posts.
2. Organic SEO – traditional SEO to rank your website in the
search engines

Free Facebook Likes (36:52)
Note that these methods can certainly be used if you are paying for
Facebook traffic as well!
Add photos to your posts - 53% more likes, 104% more comments,
and 84% more click throughs on links
Add emoticons – posts with emoticons get shared 33% more often
and get liked 57% more 
Contests - 35% of facebook “likers” liked pages specifically to
compete in contests
Coupons and discounts - 42% of facebook “likers” liked pages
specifically to get a coupon or discount
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Shorter posts get more engagement - 250 characters or less – 60%
more engagement, and 80 characters or less – 66% more
engagement
Overall Plan to get Free Facebook Likes
Post constant engaging content, including photos and adding
emoticons to your posts (don’t overdo emoticons!) Create short text
updates, track engagement (shares and comments), and keep
monitoring your engagement to develop a feel for what your targets
like. Use a call to action about a third of the time. Aim for 1-2 posts 3
or 4 times a week, for a total of 3-8 posts. This will be a mix of posts
from your site and from other sources.
Like other pages where your targets hang out. Make GOOD
comments and posts within these pages – focusing on photos too,
when you can. Also, a secret ninja trick is to LIKE the comments –
When you do that, your Like will be noticed by the person who made
the comment as a notification, and they will check out your page
(and hopefully Like your own page!)
1-2 times per work day, “stalk” a page and rotate through your list of
pages to comment and Like comments.
Join public groups where your targets hang out. Make GOOD
comments and posts within these groups – focusing on photos too,
when you can, and LIKING comments as well. Use the same strategy
as pages. Shoot for finding and joining ten groups with the biggest
audience, and rotate through the ten “stalking” the groups as you
would the pages.
Do other “promotions” such as contests. Focus on photos. A
“caption this photo” contest is always a great idea! Share these
“promotion” posts with your group (see a great example in Session 5,
where a student shared a contest for his “demolition derby” page)
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While not a “contest” in the strictest sense, the idea is to have people
engage with your page, which this post was wildly successful at
doing.
You don’t need to provide a prize or anything – people will engage
simply because it is fun and they love to be involved. The demolition
derby post above offered no prize. People just loved to share their
images!
A more traditional “caption this photo” contest below, which includes
rules, the prize and a call to action (“Join and have fun!”) …
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Remember, add engaging, quality content to your page. When you are
joining public groups and Liking other pages, the page and group
owners will more often than not check out your page to make sure
it’s “legit” and high quality. If you already have a lot of Likes (2000 or
more), and you post high quality content on a regular basis, this will
validate you … people will then allow you to join their group and will
Like you back.

SEO Strategy (56:20)
SEO is an entire course in itself (and there are hundreds of marketing
courses on it!), so it’s hard to discuss in one session. However, we do
have some references to help you out:
Crowdforce documentation – Everything you need to know about
how to use Crowdforce, which you can find in the new Crowdforce
page. Find it in the Software Suite section of the members area.
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Organic SEO for Free Traffic – Includes a detailed, step-by-step SEO
plan, found on the Session 9 page …
http://100kfactory.com/members/home/weeklytraining/workshop-9/
On Page SEO – Most things we do in the 100K weekly plan are taken
care of. Details include:







Quality content
Freshness of content
Trusted pages
No over-optimization
Low bounce rate (below 60%)
High time on site (above 1:30 minutes)

Off Page SEO – This will be where we do most of our work.

Off Page SEO (1:01:10)
Note: Check out our Organic SEO for Free Traffic PDF for detailed
instructions on everything we discuss below – found on the Session 9
page in the member’s area. You can develop a workplan from this
guide.
Backlinks – Other websites that link to you. 20 years ago, when
Google first appeared, they became successful by ranking sites based
on “votes” from other websites – that is, who linked to your website.
Since then, they have constantly refined this, so that now they can
detect anything spammy, manipulative and “optimized SEO” so that
they only include anything natural and organic.
As a website marketer, your job is to make your “backlink profile” to
look as natural as possible. Here’s an example:
Your website is on organic skin care. Which link profile looks more
natural:
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#1 – Every single backlink links to you with the anchor text “Organic
skin care” (that is, every link that links to your site actually says
“Organic skin care” … as in, “Check out this website about organic
skin care”
#2 – Backlinks to your site include “organic skin care”, but also “skin
care”, “caring for your skin”, your blog name, your blog URL, “Click
here”, etc.
Obviously, #2 is much more natural. How natural is it for every single
website linking to you coincidentally uses “Organic skin care” when
they link to you. It is NOT natural at all, and Google will ban you
faster than you can blink.
#2, however, is a natural link profile. In fact, you can reasonably
break it down to your anchor text consisting of this:
 20% main keyword and similar keywords
 15% Your profile name you use for your
 35% your URL, branded links, or a variation
- Website.com, web site name (branded link),
http://yourwebsite.com
 30% random text
- Click here, read more, etc
These aren’t scientific numbers or set in stone, just generalizations.
In fact, we would probably feeler even better to have a smaller
percentage of keywords in our links (maybe 10-15%).
Note: If you do a search for “click here”, you will come across SEO
articles that say “do not use click here” – this is outdated content

Finding Places to Put Links (1:10:10)
CrowdForce is a real secret weapon, as it acts as your virtual
assistant that is always looking for blogs, forums, etc for you.
CrowdForce is “transaction oriented” in that it looks for actual blog
posts or forum posts, not only websites.
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Main and LSI Keywords (1:11:35)
Main keywords are the types of keywords you wish to associate with
your site. If you know that a lot of people search for “organic skin
care”, then you want to rank on Google for “organic skin care”! This
would be a main keyword.
If you are a spammer today, or you did SEO pre-2011, you would try
to have as many anchor text links with “organic skin care” in it, to
show Google your site is about organic skin care.
Of course, today, Google filters out and quickly bans any “obvious”
SEO manipulation – thus to stay safe and rank well, you need a
natural search profile, as detailed above.
LSI keywords are similar or related keywords. If you have a website
on organic skin care, an LSI keyword would be “shea butter” … at first
glance, they look like completely different keywords. However, for
“real” websites, you will use shea butter in your anchor text and in
your content, because it is a common organic skin care ingredient,
and Google knows this.

The Link Building Plan for Free Traffic
(1:15:15)
This plan is per website.
Week 1
 Build your persona out on social sites
 Blog comment 1-3 per day using your persona (see below on
what this is)
Week 2 and 3





Blog comments 1-3 per day using your persona
Publish content on web 2.0 websites (Tumblr, Blogger, etc)
Create a video you Youtube
Engage in forums, Quora and Yahoo Answers (2-5 per day)
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Week 4 and 5
 Blog commenting (3-5 per day) using your persona
 Continue with new articles on your web 2.0 sites
 Another Youtube video each week
Week 6, 7, 8
 Blog commenting (3-5 per day) using your persona
 Forums, Quora, Yahoo answers (2-5 per day)
 Youtube video every other week
Week 9 and onwards
 NOW start to use keywords and LSI keywords as anchor text –
respecting the percentages
 Blog comments – 10 – 15 per week
 YouTube videos – 1 or 2 per month
 Web 2.0 articles – 1 or 2 per week
 Forums – 1 or 2 posts per week
 Quora – 1 or 2 contributions per week
 Yahoo Answers – 1 or 2 contributions per week
 Develop feeder sites – 1 per month
 Post content and links on feeder sites – 1 new article per
month and one new link per month
 Guest posts – have several blogs that you can reach out to , try
for 1 per month or so

Building Your Persona (1:19:48)
If you will be using this free method, you can use your real name and
image … or, you can use a persona to act as the “admin” of the
website. To do this:






Set up a new Gmail account
Set up a Pinterest account
Set up a Youtube channel
You already have a facebook page
You are the “admin” of the site we’re SEO’ing
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Why would you use a persona? If you have a website targeting senior
citizens, and you are in reality 25 years old, you don’t want to have
your youthful face showing on your website! You will want a senior
citizen!
So, create your senior citizen persona, using a name (not a trendy,
21st century name), and look for an image of a smiling, healthy senior
citizen from a stock photo website.
A good example would be Aidan’s CDL Training site. He does have
“Aidan” as his name, but uses a different image … someone older and
who looks like a truck driver (Check out http://cdltraininghub.com/)
:

This is also a must for “embarrassing” niches, such as hemorrhoids.
You likely don’t want to use your real name and image and publically
talk about hemorrhoids for all your family and friends to see!
For Facebook, because the pages you are administering doesn’t show
your personal account, you can keep using your regular Facebook
account for all your websites and admin personas for those websites.

Blog Commenting (1:20:50)
Part of a natural link profile for a blog is to have your persona name
as anchor text … this is done by commenting on blogs, and leaving
your name. When you enter your URL in a blog comment, it becomes
attached to your name. So, if you are “John Smith” and your website is
Organicskincaretips.com, the anchor text will be “John Smith”
pointing to your website.
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Use Crowdforce to find relevant blogs to comment on. You can also
do searches in any search engine such as Google. The goal is to find
and comment on blogs that reach your audience.
You will then participate in the conversation. NEVER promote your
website, or the blog owner will delete your comment and possibly
mark your web as spam. You will use your persona name in the
“name” field of the blog comment, and you then enter your URL. Read
the post and add a constructive, useful comment on it. The user then
accepts and publishes your comment. Now, not only will Google add
that link to your growing link profile, other people reading that post
will see your comment, and click your name to enter your website.

Web 2.0 Sites (1:22:35)
This is an outdated name, but it is basically any website where you
create an account and post to directly. Your goal here is to post some
good content (500 -700 words) and link it to your site. Link “types”
will include branded keywords, your URL, text variations (“click
here”, etc) and your persona name. Never included keywords or LSI
keywords.
Everything we’re doing so far is just laying the foundation of our link
profile, so when we do start to add a “few” keyword links, Google
won’t automatically ban our site for being spammy. It will simply
become a natural part of our profile that already consists of persona
links, text variations and URL links.
Use Web 2.0 sites include:








Hubpages
Instructables
Rebelmouse
Zimbio
Tumblr
Blogger
Wordpress.com
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Youtube (1:24:58)
Another source to gain links from. You can film yourself in front of a
camera (if you are comfortable or not using a persona) … or you can
use a variety of other methods to create a video. Some options:
Stupeflix creates videos from images
Go!animate creates cartoon videos
Or create a Powerpoint presentation and use a free screenshot
program such as CamStudio (or Camtasia, the pro program) to record
your voice and screen.
Once you publish on Youtube, use your website URL and branded
name for links in the description of your video.

Quora and Yahoo Answers (1:27:44)
These are both question websites. People post questions, and you
answer it. You then add your website link as the source … however,
only add your website 20% of the times. For some answers, don’t add
a source, and for other answers, add other websites as sources.
When you first start at this, wait until you answer at least 20
questions before don’t add a source for any of your answers

Forums (1:29:20)
Forums are a great way to engage your audience. The main way to
generate traffic from forums is using a signature link … this is a small
saying, your name or something else that automatically gets added to
the end of your forum posts.
Because signature links has long been a spammy tactic to build links,
many forums have strict rules on signature links. Most only allow a
signature after you post 20 or 50 quality forum posts, or some don’t
allow signature links at all. Since you do need a signature link to
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generate traffic to your website, skip joining any forums that won’t
allow one. Also, only add your branded URL as anchor text – no
keywords.

Feeder Sites (1:31:56)
These are an advanced and powerful SEO method, but are very risky,
so do these with care. They are also known as Private Blog Networks
or PBNs.
The idea here is to buy a RELATED strong and trusted domain with
good history. For one reason or another, the owner didn’t renew
their website, and the domain is now available at auction, such as
GoDaddy Auctions.
Once you buy it, you can either add the content the previous owner
used (use Archive.org to see what the website used to be), or add
new, quality content.
If adding previous content, be morally responsible. If it’s a business
that went bankrupt, don’t publish the business address or otherwise
use personal information. Tweak and change the content to make it
sound like some generic business without giving away the address.
You don’t want to confuse their previous customers, or upset the
previous owners. Use your good judgement.
These websites are where you DO add keyword links and LSI
keywords. However, again, be cautious. Only use your keyword once
on the home page of your feeder site, and add 4-6 (or more) other
articles, each linking to other websites, and sometimes linking to
your website again, but using URL or branded keywords.
Google knows this technique and actively hunts for tell-tale signs of
PBNs, and will shut them down by banning them. Some tell-tale
signs:
 You add keywords links to every page
 You use a plain template used by thousands of other
websites (such as a default Wordpress template)
 You use Wordpress on ALL your PBNs
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 You link to your other PBNs (NEVER, EVER do this)
 Your link profile to your main site is ONLY PBNs
The safe way to create a PBN is to do it long after you have built links
using the other methods, to create “organic noise” to disguise your
most powerful links. Other safe points:
 Only add one or, at most, two keyword links per feeder site.
Add your primary keyword to your home page, and add links to
other websites so it doesn’t look so obvious
 Don’t add links to your site on every page. Mix it up with links
to other websites
 Never interlink your feeder sites (adding a link from one of
your feeder sites to another)
 Add Domain privacy to some (not all) of your feeder sites
 Mix of Wordpress sites with interesting templates, Drupal, or
regular html websites

Guest Posts (1:37:44)
All blog owners need content, and most are open to the idea of guest
posts. To do this, begin commenting on their blog so they will become
familiar with your persona name. After a few weeks, actually email
them with some quality content ideas.
Google has long cracked down on using keyword anchor text in guest
posts as well, so the common practice today is to add a short “About
the author” statement at the end of the article, with a branded link to
your website.
So, you can write “This article was written by John Smith, who loves
kayaking in Colorado. You can visit his website at Website
Name.com”

Supplementary Training
These supplementary videos and additional training can be found in
the Workshop 9 page:
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 AdSense Section Targeting video - If your ads just aren’t
relevant to your content, even after several thousand visitors,
you can try section targeting.
 Facebook Custom and Lookalike Audiences video – We go
in depth on creating lookalike audiences from your Facebook
custom audiences.
 Organic SEO for Free Traffic PDF - This PDF goes into depth
on organic SEO, as discussed in the webinar.
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In this session, we discuss the following:
 Overview of Phase 2
 Bounce Breaker software
 Student Stories, including Jon’s earnings

Action Items





If you are going the free route - keep working on your plan!
Keep working the 100K weekly plan - keep taking action!
Prepare for Phase 2 and 3 on ways to use your traffic
Take a break if you’ve gotten this far!

JetPack Plugin Concern (2:24)
We pretty well only use the JetPack plugin for the Contact Form.
Nothing else is activated. Some users have reported that the Mobile
Theme deactivates AdSense ads in mobile devices. Turning OFF the
mobile theme removes this issue.
To check, simply go to Jetpack, Settings and make sure the Mobile
Theme is turned OFF. It will be off if there is no blue line on the left of
the checkbox, as shown below:
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“Seven Insane Contest” Winners! (4:55)
Contest #1: Most Total Revenue
2 nights on Steve’s yacht (value $1,100)
The person with the most total revenue from all your 100K Factory
sites combined. They will receive a trip for 2 nights aboard Steve’s
yacht in Key West Florida. A $500 airfare credit is also included.

Winner: Jon Gillman - $125,000
Contest #2: Biggest Revenue in a Single Day
Apple Watch ($400 value)
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Biggest revenue in a single day from all your 100K Factory websites
combined.
Winner: Michael Grant - $1073
Contest #3: Most Total Traffic to 1 Site
Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones ($400 value)

Winner: “Freddie”
Contest #4-7: Biggest Facebook Fanpage (Top 4 wins)
4 prizes of $250 each (total value of $1000)

Winners:
 Roland San Luis – 90K
 Melissa Hunt – 67K
 Jared Monroe – 52K
 Jean Welles – 41K
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Phase 2 Preview (15:00)
Phase 2 is not included in this Masterfile, but can be found in the
member’s area.

Week 12 – Email List Building (15:50)





How to set up a funnel to capture your visitors
How to entice people to take the plunge
How to nurture and manage your list
How to monetize your list

Week 13 – Kindle Book Creation (17:28)





Coming up with the ideas
Creating the content and outsourcing it
Publishing and marketing on Amazon
Guest speakers with some heavy hitters, such as Melissa (#21
in the entire Amazon book category)

Week 14 – White Label Products (20:30)
 Many heavy hitters to call upon for interviews, tips and guest
speaking
 We have an entire process that we have taught and refined
 Process is to pick a product, find suppliers, develop the
product, shipping, marketing and administration

Week 15 – Affiliate Marketing (23:00)
 Over a decade of experience with affiliate marketing. Steve and
Aidan both started here
 We discuss offer evaluation and selection, conversion tactics,
management company negotiations, testing and ongoing
success tips
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Bounce Breaker Software (27:10)

This tool (free for $100K Factory members) allows you to build an
email list with “exiting” visitors. You can also re-direct and re-use
exiting visitors (ie to other pages in your site if you don’t want to use
an email list.)
It is designed to reduce your bounce rate by offering visitors an
action before they leave your site. You will earn more money by
keeping them on your site and giving them an opportunity to click
your ads. You will also make more money through email follow-up
campaigns.

 Recycle “lost” visitors (which represents at least 50% of your
traffic!)
 Drive visitors to the right pages on your website
 Build an email list on complete auto-pilot
 Build beautiful forms and graphics using our custom editing
dashboard
 Monitor data and easily tweak your campaigns

Build a Campaign with Bounce Breaker
First, login at Bouncebreaker.com using your $100K Factory
username and password.
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Click Pop-Up Suite:

(There are other parts of Bounce Breaker, which we are working on
right now.)
Attention Grabber – Create floating banners that hover on the
corner of your website
Billboard – Create an attention-grabbing bar that sits at the top of
your website
In the Pop-Up Suite, you will “Create New Experiment”
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Then configure the settings, such as display URL and frequency:

Choose a template (more are being added – there will be 9 total):

Then you customize the design and text:
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You then configure the email settings for your autoresponder. Right
now, it only works with Aweber, but it will soon work with other
companies:

Then install the script … to do this, install “OH Add Script” plugin so
you can add script to individual pages:
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What happens is that the software detects when a user is moving his
or her cursor off the page, as if they are about to press the back
button. Instead, a pop-up will suddenly show up offering them a call
to action:

Some people will say “Hey, that sounds interesting” and go to visit
the page. Or, if you have an email list, you can offer them a deal, a free
ebook, etc for joining your list.
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DO NOT use the bounce breaker code on pages where you are
sending traffic from boosted Facebook posts … this violates their
Terms. Instead, use it on pages where you are not sending Facebook
traffic.
Google Adsense is fine with this, but not Facebook.
The idea is that when you are boosting it, you don’t have the code.
After you stop advertising the post, there will still be traffic coming to
your page due to the viral nature of the traffic (people sharing your
post.) You can then add the code, and these people will see this popup.

Student Success Stories (42:50)
Jon Gillman
Jon is a past student of Steve, and was mainly working on
dropshipping (building ecommerce sites and selling physical
products from other companies at retail). Due to Google changes and
the subsequent drop in traffic to his business, Jon left and became a
real estate agent.
However, he enjoyed the freedom of working from home, so he
joined $100K Factory to see if he could make a living at it again.
Jon’s $100K Factory Strategy
He started his site on June 25, 2015, with no special help from
anybody. He was using an email list, knowledge he had learned from
his dropshipping days.
 He has generated over 100,000 Likes (176K as of August
18th) – he didn’t pay for all these Likes – it was due to the
viral nature of Facebook. The more you get, the more you
will get per day
 50,000 people joined his email list from his website
 $125,000 in sales after the first full month (July), with over
$60,000 in profit
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 He is NOT using Adsense – he is selling his own products.
Average sale is around $11 - $20
 He has an average niche – nothing special or super-viral

His stats from one week (August 12 – 18th) – note that he received 25,
073 Likes in one week. He didn’t pay for these Likes – it is all viral,
from people reading his posts and then Liking his page:
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The main take away is that it is all about GETTING TRAFFIC.
Terry
Terry is averaging $40 per day Adsense profit ($1200 per month),
and she is quite confident she can grow it to $2000 per month.
Her website is also starting to get some Google traffic, along with the
Facebook traffic. She receives from 4,700 – 6,900 visitors per day
from Facebook.
Some tips from Terry:
 Keep going until it works. It took a while and lots of testing
 Know your audience and what they like
 If one of your 4 websites takes off, concentrate on that one
and grow the revenue from there
 Look at the AdSense stats of revenue per page in Google
Analytics
 Kill any ads not making a profit
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